
 

Globally, the average life expectancy today is 70 years. But in India and Pakistan, it is as low as 37 years, due to numerous
different factors such as poor sanitation and lack of proper nutrition. It's not uncommon for people in these countries to die at a
much younger age than we're used to — but recently there has been an increase in the rates of survival past age 60. This short
film will discuss how this phenomenon could impact our society and what we should be doing about it. Watch it now and learn
more about how Indians and Pakistanis are living longer than ever before!

Write an introduction to an informative blog post titled "Are You Too Downtrodden?". Write your first paragraph. Write your
second paragraph. Write your third paragraph.

"Are You Too Downtrodden?" Review by TamannaHussainKhan1 on YouTube -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y6B-8CTf0O4&feature=youtu.be [/b][/url]This video is about the movie ""Are You Too
Downtrodden."". This movie is all about how the Indian people are desperately trying to survive between life and death, battling
hunger, diseases, corruption, poverty and illiteracy every day of their lives. But there are some very dedicated people who do
change the status quo every day and i feel this film kinda represents them. The movie was very informative about the issues
facing the Indian people and this film is also very relatable to everyone because it does show how certain people or even whole
communities can be so hopeless or depressed that everything seems impossible to resolve, but just like all great inspirational
movies, it shows that even though its impossible, you can still get up each day, take charge of your life and try to change your
destiny. Oh yeah, one more thing before i finish up saying something about this movie is that i was surprised that a Pakistanis
director made a film in Indian language. I was about to give it a bad review but after seeing the trailer, i was curious enough to
give it a try, and surprised me even more after watching the movie because i wasn't expecting much from it at all. So overall,
this is one of the best films that i have ever seen in my life. Avoid this film if you're not interested in learning about ways for
people to bring their life back to normal until they manage to survive it again.

Write an introduction to an informative blog post titled "Stories of Survival?" Write your first paragraph. Write your second
paragraph. Write your third paragraph. 

STORIES OF SURVIVAL? Review by TamannaHussainKhan1 on YouTube -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9e9hZ3L5R0&feature=youtu.be This video is about the inspiring and touching true stories
of some remarkable people, and about how this short film is relating to them in one way or another.
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